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Radix fareirae bravae C^root of pareira hrava'*) was first

introduced to Europe b\ the Portuguese, on the basis of its

indigenous use in Brazil as a virtual panacea with diuretic,

lithontriptic, vuhierary, stomachic, cordial and alexipharmic

properties (Pomet, 1692; Squibb, 1872 and Hanbury, 1873).

According to Hanbury (loc. cit.) the first published account and

illustration of radix parcirae hravac appeared in 1692, in

Pomet's Histoire ties Drogues. Apparently, Pomet's description

and illustration provided the typology (ov pareira hrava, upon

which the authentication of commercial samples depended dur-

ing the next two centuries.

In 1872, Edward R. Squibb, M.D., praised the utility of

pareira hrava in the treatment of ''chronic diseases of the

mucous membranes of the urinary passages'', referring to it as "a

drug which has withstood the mutations of therapeutics and

commerce for nearly two hundred years." Squibb cautiously

avoided the taxonomic debate o\er the botanical origin of the

drug, and wisely warned his medical and pharmaceutical col-

leagues that ''Under a name so indefinite as 'wild vine' or 'bas-

tard vine' —the translation of the name Pareira Brava,—

hardly possible that the markets should have always been supp-

lied from the same plant, even after its botanical source was

determined, and hence the varying descriptions of different

authorities may be accounted for."

Dr. Squibb also noted that in order to be efficacious, the

pareira hrava of the New York market required administration

in "doses very much larger than those prescribed by the books."

It is
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Apparently, this aroused suspicion in Squibb's mind as to the

authenticitx' and qualit\ oi' botanical importations under the

name parcira hravch and he began to scrutinize commercial

samples more carefully. Subsequently, he noticed a very hetero-

geneous parcel o{ Brazilian parcira hrava, recently imported

from Europe, and was ''surprised to find nearly one-half of it so

entirely different from any hitherto seen'\ initially declaring it a

''fraudulent adulteration or substitution''. Squibb soon dis-

coNcred that this new importation was actually "a mixture of

stem and root", and that the "taste o( the root is very much
stronger, and \ ields at least twice as much extracti\e material to

the menstrua." Upon closer examination, he also found that this

shipment agreed quite well with many of the older published

accounts o( parcira, especially w^ith the illustration oi Pomct
(loc. cit.) and conceded that "this was the \vuq parcira root", and

what he "had heretofore seen was the stem." Squibb thereupon

concluded that "for some twelve or fifteen years past, this

market has been supplied with the comparatively inert stem,

instead of the root of parcira,^'

In 1873, Daniel Hanbury commented on the "extremely ob-

scure" botanical origin of the "\arious stems and roots known as

Parcira Brava'\ noting that most v\riters haxe referred to the

drug, without question, as Cissafupclos Parcira L., of the family

Menispermaceae. Hanbury was the first to obtain and study

comparali\ely both stems, roots and herbarium specimens from

the same plant of Cissanipclos Parcira. from several sources

throughout the species' pantropic range: Brazil, Ceylon, Jam-
aica and Trinidad. Hanbury compared these authenticated spec-

imens with the published accounts and illustration of parcira

hrava, and declared that this drug was no! derived from Cissani-

pclos Parcira: "neither the stem nor the root of the plant resem-

bles any of the forms of that drug I had ever met with in

commerce". Hanbury also gave a short history of parcira hrava,

emphasizing that Cissanipclos Parcira in no way resembles a

"wild \ ine" reminiscent of the grape vine, for which the Portu-

guese colonists in Brazil had named it ^'parcira hrava". Hanbury
noted further that specimens of ChonJoJcnJron tomcniosuni

Ruiz & Pavon, sent to him from Brazil bv Mr. Theodore Peck-
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olt, conformed to the descriptions and illustrations oi pareira

hrava in the literature. Upon concluding that the true pareira

brava was derived from plants of Chondociendron lonientosum.

Hanbury (loc. cit.) mentioned the report of Peckolt that two
forms (ecotypes?) q[ pareira exist in Brazil: (1) "Pareira hrava
legi(ima"{N.\'. "Butua"), a larger plant from drier areas and (2)

"Pareira hrava miiula "{N.v. "Butinha"), a plant of much smaller

stature, and common in wetter habitats than the former. Han-
bury also included a list of what he considered to be nomenclat-
ural synonyms for Chotnlodendron lonientosum, evidently the

first account of synonymy for this plant. Of special interest is

Hanbury 's description of a third son o{ pareira hrava from Gui-

ana and northern Brazil, known there as "Pareira hrava grande".

and purportedly derived from another species of Menisper-

maceae—the liana Ahuta rufescens Aublet,— which he had
never before seen in commerce. Hanbury also was convinced

that the shipment o{ pareira hrava described by Squibb (1872),

as a mixture of stem and root of the same plant, must also have
been Chondodendron tomentosum, rather than Cissampelos

Pareira.

Hanbury 's generic determination oi pareira hrava as Chon-
dodendron was later supported by Krukoff and Moldenke
(1938), although these authors identified both of the specimens

("forms") sent by Peckolt to Hanbury, as Ch. platyphyllum (A.

St. Hil.) Miers rather than Ch. tomentosum, on the basis of

floral morphology. Krukoff and Moldenke also suspected that

Ch. mierophyllum (Eichl.) Moldenke, a close, south Brazilian

relative of Ch. platyphylhim, may also represent a source of

commercial /;a/t'/ra hrava; this was later confirmed by Krukoff
and Barneby(I970).

Squibb (1872) had commented that importations under the

name o{ pareira hrava probably were of heterogeneous botanical

origin, a belief more recently reiterated by both Thomas (1963)

and Morton (1977). The phytochemical heterogeneity of radi.x

pareira bravae was suspected by Squibb (loc. cit.), who noted a

difference in both taste and dosage requirements between root

and stem, and confirmed by King (1940, 1946), who first isolated

the alkaloid bebeerine from Radix pareirae bravae. King dcm-
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onstrated that Radix pareirae prepared from Chondodendron

niicrophylluni yields d-beheerinc, whereas that obtained from

Ch. platyphyllum yields l-hebeerine! The pharmacologic and

commercial significance of these phytochemical data are self-

evident, and they served to underscore the suspected plant taxo-

nomic heterogeneity, of imports under the general name of

pareira hrava. More recently, Krukoff and Barneby (1970) noted

the different pharmaceutical uses of Chondodendron species:

Clh tomcniosuni as the preferred source of d-tubocurarine,

whereas both Ch. microphyduni and Ch. platyphylhini pro\'ide

the "source of the drug known in pharmacy as 'radix pareirae

bravae\
"

Two hundred years of nomenclatural and taxonomic confu-

sion over the botanical identity o[ pareira brava is hardly sur-

prising from an ethnobotanical perspective. Among indigenous

peoples of the Amazon basin, various mixtures of taxonomically

diverse, tropical lianas and other plants are used in the prepara-

tion of arrow and dart poisons, collectively referred to as

"curare". In most cases, species of either the genus Strychnos

(Loganiaceae) or Chondodendron (Menispermaceae) are added

as the major, active principle of curare (Krukoff & Smith, 1937).

At least five species of Chondodendron have been used in curare

preparation by various Amazonian tribes (Krukoff and Mol-

denke, 1938). Furthermore, other genera of Menispermaceae are

used in curare recipes, by various tribes and; or in different

regions of the Amazon, including Abuta, Anomospernmnh Cis-

sampelos and Sciadotenia (Krukoff and Smith, 1937, 1939).

These authors also noted that the Canelos of the Rio Conambu
basin in Ecuador sometimes substitute Cissanipelos Pareira for

Chondodendron lonienlosuni in their curare preparations, but

refer to both taxa by the same common name. Similarly, Mor-
ton (1977) notes that in commerce, the "root" of the pantropic

Cissanipelos Pareira C[false pareira*') often is substituted for

**true pareira rool'\ She considers the true drug to be Chondo-

dendron tomentosunh in accord with Hanbury (1873) but con-

trary to the conclusion of Krukoff and Moldenke (1938), who
believe /?^/r/>^ brava to be derixed from Ch. microphyUum and

Ch. platyphyllum. It wx')uld appear that, at least in the minds of

the Amazonian natives, ''pareira brava** was a very general term,
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imprecisely applied to diverse genera and species of Menisper-

maceae, which often are employed in curare preparation and

collected for export to the pharmaceutical industry.

Radix pareirae bravae: Root or Rhizome'.'

Historically, the "radix" of "pareira hrava" has been inter-

preted as the "root" of the plant (literal translation), an apparent

plant morphological misnomer for the part actually used, which

hitherto has not been challenged in the botanical or pharmaceut-

ical literature. Although no distinction among root, rhizome and

aerial stem o{ pareira hrava has appeared, all published descrip-

tions of the so-called, "root o{ pareira ' clearly are more charac-

teristic of Chondodendron rhizomes, than of its roots and aerial

stems.

Pomet's original description and illustration of "pareira

hrava" root (1692) clearly suggests a rhizome rather than a true

root, as is evident in the 1712 translation of his account: "that

the said Root, as it grows in the Ground, shoots forth Branches

charg'd with Leaves, altogether like the Vine which creeps along

Walls and upon Trees." Squibb (1877) also referred to "the part

which I perhaps mistakenly considered to be the root, but is

without much doubt the substance described by the older wri-

ters", perhaps thinking that this might not be a true root in the

botanical sense. Hanbur}' (1873) described "roots bearing some

leaves", and notes that "In Mr. Francis' drug there are young

roots having the remnants of green aerial stems arising from

their upper part. . .
". By definition, of course, roots never bear

leaves.

Even more recently, this apparent misapplication of the term

""vooC io pareira hrava rhizomes has been perpetuated. Morton

(1977) thoughtfully presented a whole-plant morphological diag-

nosis for Chondodendron tonientosuni. which she considers to

be the true pareira hrava, but referred to the plant part used

medicinally as the "root", rather than rhizome. However, the

morphological description which she gives for the rhizome of

Chondodendron tomentosum is virtually identical to all histori-

cal descriptions of the so-called "pareira root", as contrasted

with its very different, woody stem.
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Diagnostic Icaturcs wliich have repeatedly been published for

"purcira /7;c;/ " include: (I) a \cr} dark, almost black color; (2)

transxerse constrictions or furrows; (3) longitudinal wrinkles,

and often, (4) green leafy shoots arising from the upper sides of

the "root". Together with the descriptions, published illustra-

tions o'i "purcira rc;^;/ "clearly suggest the morphology of a sub-

terranean rhi/ome; probabl> with jointed nodes ("transverse

constrictions"), scale-leaves with axillary buds giving rise to

leafy aerial shoots, and perhaps an occasional foliage leaf borne

upon light-exposed nodes of the rhi/ome.

Although this may seem a minor semantic distinction relevant

only in comparative plant morphology, its potential commercial
and practical significance in medicine cannot be overemphas-
ized. The necessity of such accurate morphological distinctions

was fully appreciated bv Dr. Squibb (1872, 1877), who noted

differences in both potenc} and efficacy, of '"parcira roots" as

compared with its "woodv stems". It is widely recognized among
botanists and chemists, furthermore, that different organs of an

individual plant often reveal both qualitative and quantitative

chemical differences and different pharmacological effects {e.g.,

Manske and Holmes, 1950). As noted by Thomas (1963), the

comparative phytochemistrv o{ pareira brava. curare plants and
other Menispermaceae is incompletely understood. Ideally, fu-

ture photochemical investigations of this family (and plants in

general) should carefully distinguish among the (1) plant organs

being analyzed. (2) their relative maturity and vigor, and (3) the

precise ecological conditions experienced by the individual.

A 1 ETTER ANI) PAKEIRA BRAVASPECIMENS
FROME. R. SQl'IBB

Dr. Squibb was fully aware of the probable, botanical het-

erogeneit} of commercial pareira brava. as indicated by the

foregoing excerpts from his 1872 publication. In 1877, he sent a

letter of enquir> (Plate 1; Transcription #1), four commercial
samples of pareira brava (Plates 3 6), and a certificate of

authenticity from the importers pertaining to one of these

pareira shipments (Plate 2; Transcription #2) to Professors
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George Goodale and Asa Gray of Harvard University, via his

son (E. H. Squibb) who resided in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Dr. Squibb had collected ih^^c pareira samples in the New York

market since 1865, apparently since he suspected them to be of

diverse botanical origin, and sent them to Harvard for profes-

sional identification on the basis of Structural Botany''. These

samples were either ignored or misplaced for over 100 years,

before I found them as indetermined and unaccessioned samples

in the Harvard Wood Collection.

Dr. Ralph H. Wetmore, co-founder of the Harvard Wood
Collection and the Bailey-Wetmore Laboratory of Plant Anat-

omy and Morphology, wherein the wood collection resides,

noted that he had never before seen these pareira samples nor

the accompanying letter from E. R. Squibb (pers. comm., 1982).

Dr. Wetmore also feels certain that the late Dr. Irving W. Bailey,

similarly, had known nothing of these specimens. Furthermore,

a search of Professor Gray's correspondence in the archives of

the Gray Herbarium at Harvard, revealed no communication on

this matter, with either Dr. Squibb or his pharmaceutical

company.

Since accurate taxonomic determinations of these pareira

hrava specimens were not really possible until this year, at least

on the basis of comparative stem anatomy alone, it is not sur-

prising that Squibb's queries remained unanswered for more

than a century. At the time of my discovery of these materials,

fortunately. Dr. Alberta M.W. Mennega (Rijksuniversiteit,

Utrecht, The Netherlands) had just published an article on the

stem anatomy of the neotropical Menispermaceae (1982), and

kindly agreed to identify Squibb's specimens on the basis of their

anatomy.

In reference io pareira hrava shipments from South America,

Squibb commented to his son that "within the last half century

much of it has come direct and probably many different sub-

stances have been sent under the one name." His suspicion had

been aroused, in particular, by a recent importation o{ pareira

brava from Brazil, to which he alluded in his letter: "On seeing

this new lot from Para, it was so different from anything 1 had

ever seen before that I expressed doubt as to its being the proper
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substance." He thereupon advised the importers that this lot was

suspiciously different from all previous /)areira hrava imports,

and they wrote to Para for a certificate of authenticity and

matching specimen, pertaining to this new shipment. Unfortu-

nately, the exact sample sent with the certificate from Para is not

known (Squibb, 1877: ''the piece tied with the green ribbon is

one of the three official pieces to which the certificate now app-

lies"), since I was unable to find any green ribbon within parcel

No. 1. However, Squibb stated that this certificate also per-

tained to "samples. . . marked No. 1 " (Plate 3). These specimens

have been identified as a species o{ Ahuia, rather than Cissanipe-

los Pareira as stated in the certificate. (Note here that the certifi-

cate also refers to these under the vernacular name **Ahu(ua')

Squibb's clarity of perception was truly amazing, especially for

one not trained professionally in botany or plant morphology.

The samples of his parcel No. 1 were indeed a different genus

and species altogether, from what he had previously seen and

had regarded ''as the true drug"

—

his specimen parcel No. 4

(below and Table 1). Hence, this large /;^/£^//y7 shipment (parcel

No. 1) was totally different from what both Hanbury ( 1873) and

Squibb considered to be the true pareira hrava —Chondoden-

dron lament oswu Ruiz & Pa von.

Squibb noted that "Specimen No. 2 is from another recent

importation"and that "On looking at this in a large open bale a

more heterogeneous pile of sticks can hardly be imagined" (Plate

4; Table 1). He also noted that "It has not the uniformity of

appearance of the bales of No. 1, but looks as though all 'wild

vines' of whatever kind might have been collected and sent to

market in one lot". This parcel contains a mixture of both "stem

and root", as Squibb had surmised on the label and note

included WMthin the parcel, and also had previously commented
about other importations o{ pareira hrava (1872). Dr. Mennega
suspects that this sample No. 2 might be Cissampelos Pareira,

which the Brazilians appear to have regarded as the ''true pareira

hrava*\ and in this respect, represented the most nearly authen-

tic of the four specimen parcels which Squibb sent to Harvard.

Although Squibb was uncertain as to its authenticity, his obser-

vation that Sample No. I was more uniform than No. 2 was
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TABLE I.

Parcira Brava Commercial Samples in the Har\ard Wood Col-

lection, sent by E. R. Squibb, M.I)., in 1877.

Pr. .St/////'/' \ Hen yard W'oolI

Panel .\unihcr Co/la fii>n h 'I'lrxcfnoniii Atlhiilv luicl C'oninicnl.s*

**N(). I Aw 33441 Ahum hrc\ili>lia Kiuk(>IT& Moldciikc oi /I.

i)lH)\'a}a Dicls. froni the Amazon I^clla ami
ctKistal regions o{ noilhcrn South Anici ica: oi

A. pafiurcnsis Fichlcr. from ncai Maiiaiis.

Brazil.

No. 2 Aw 33442 could he Cisscniipclos Parcira \ .

No. 3 Au 33443 most prohahls Ahuia rujcscens Auhlct.

No. 4 Au 33444 Sciailoicnia sp.; might be Si iac/ownla

caycnncnsls Hcnth., Sc. paraciisis (l-ichl.)

Dicls or Sc. sai^ofiaua (Ijchl.) Dicls. all

growing in the coastal areas, and much alike

in their anatonn

.

*Ta\onomic aflinities aiid comments courtes\ o\ Dr. A. M. W. Mennega,
Rijksuniversileil. Utrecht. The Netherlands.

**Commercial sample from Sqtnbb to whicii the cerlilicate a\ aulhenticit\'

applies {.sec Folate 2 and Transcription #2).

well-founded, since this sample consists entirely of stem pieces

derived from a species of Ahuia (Plate 3).

Squibb's Specimen parcel No. 3 is "the Parcira Brava of the

N.Y. market about 1865 to 1869", and he noted that "when
black pieces appeared among these about 1 869, they were at first

supposed to be a different substance''; however, he soon realized

that this earlier lot had been a mixture of "stem and root'\

whereas the more recent, parcel No. 3 contained only pieces of

the stem (cf. Squibb, 1872). In his note which accompanied this

individual parcel, Squibb accurateh referred to the material as

what he "supposed to be the woody stem of true Pareira Brava'\

Dr. Mennega noted that this is probably Ahuta rufe.scens, a

liana often referred to as ** Pareira brava roui^c*'. This species

also had been described by Hanbury (1873) as a third "sort" of

pareira brava, but one which he had never seen in commerce. It

appears as though Squibb, similarly, had never encountered this

species in the market, since he made no mention of it as one
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possible origin {ov pareira hrava. either in his publication (1872)

or the letter to his son (1877).

Dr. Squibb considered Specimen parcel No. 4 "as the true

drug, and the desireable part of the plant for medicinal uses".

Although he was uncertain as to the exact botanical origin of

Wuc pareira hrava, he apparently considered this sample to be

either Cissanipelos Pareira. or the Chonchxlcndron described by
Hanbury (loc. cit.). Dr. Mennega, however, identified this sam-
ple as a species of Sciadotcnia. 1 ha\e found no reference in the

literature to this genus as a commercial source o{ pareira hrava,

although it is sometimes used in curare (Krukoff and Smith,

1937, 1939). Since this genus may be substituted for other

menispermaceous taxa in curare preparation, such as Ahuia and
Clionc/oclenc/ron. Squibb's parcel No. 4 ma> have been collected

by Brazilian natives of the Amazon basin as a saleable substitute

for the ''true pareira". As noted previously, different genera and
species of Menispermaceae, used in curare preparation through-

out the Amazon, often are referred to by the natives under the

same common name. It is very interesting that Squibb refers to

this lot as the drug '^commonly met with in the N.Y. market
from 1865 to 1869". Perhaps the apparently fraudulent nature of

this material can account for the "set of very feeble prepara-

tions", made from imports of the drug during this period, to

which Squibb alluded in his letter of 1877,

More than a century later, we can now answer Dr. Squibb's

major queries regarding these various importations, as originally

presented to Goodale and Gray: (I) "whether the compact and
spongy pieces of 2, 3 and 4 really belong to the same plant, or

not", (2) "and if so whether it be as root and stem as I had
supposed", (3) "whether No. I is the same or a different plant,—
or what it really is.", (4) "Whether the certificate amounts to

anything", and (5) "whether this be not really Cissanipelos, when
we require not that, but Chond()dendron\

To his first question the answer is clearly "No"; these three

samples belong not only to different species, but also to three

different i^'enera of Menispermaceae (Table I). Secondly, both
"root and stem" appear only in parcels No. 2 {Cissatnpelos

Pareira: Plate 4) and No. 4 {Sciadutenia sp.; Plate 6), w hile only
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stem pieces are included within parcel No. 3 (Ahuia rufescens =
"pareira hrava rouge"; Plate 5). Thirdly, sample No. I from Dr.

Squibb is not the same plant as contained in the other three

parcels, and although it is congeneric with parcel No. 3, it

appears to be a different species of Ahuta from that of parcel

No. 3 (Plates 3 6; Table 1). Whether the certificate of authentic-

ity really amounted to anything or not remains unclear, since the
4

piece with the green ribbon was not located in parcel No. I. If

Squibb and the importers were correct, however, in their belief

that Specimen parcel No. 1 and the certified piece with the green

ribbon were of the same material shipped from Para, then the

certificate was invalid, at least with regards to botanical taxon-

omy. The certificate claimed that this material was Cissampelos

Pareira. when in fact it is a species o{ Ahuta.

Perhaps the most amusing and ironic fact, in regard to

Squibb's final question, is that none of the material in his ship-

ment to Harvard belongs to the genus Chotulodendron. To my
knowledge, the only species of curare-plants of the Menisperma-
ceae ever exploited commercially by E.R. Squibb & Sons, Inc. is

Chondodendron tomenlosuni, the preferred source of d-tubo-

curarine. Although E.R. Squibb seems to have had the keen eye

of a professional botanist and the pharmacognostic insight of a

19th century physician, —in suspecting that the pareira hrava

which he and his colleagues really required was Chondodendron
rather than Cissampelos, —he appears never to have received

any specimens of what modern botanists consider to be genuine

pareira hrava, from either Europe or South America.
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APPENDIX

Transcription #/; Letter from E. R. Squibb, M.D. of Brook-

lyn, N.Y. to his son, E. H. Squibb of Cambridge, Mass., con-

cerning four parcels of ''Pareira Bra\a" sent with the letter for

taxonomic determination by Professors Goodale and Gray of

Harvard University. April 10, 1877.

E. R. Squibb, M.D. Brooklyn April 10, 1877

Brooklyn, N.Y.

E. H. Squibb

Cambridge

M\ dear son.

By express today I send a parcel containing specimens of the

drug called Pareira Brava, which 1 offer for acceptance b>' Drs.

Goodale or Gray and I would very much like to have the opinion

of one or the other of these gentlemen on a single point which I

will tr> to make clear, and tr\ to show the importance of in the

following outline sketch.

This drug in common with many others reached France and

England through Portugal from South America; and b} its utilit}'

in affections of the mucouslinings of the kidneys and bladder it

became a well established article of the materia medica nearl} two

centuries ago. And it has retained that reputation without much
modification ever since, and probably will retain it if the identity

and integrity of the substance can be protected against cupidity.

Its reputation came to us from Great Britain, and the best parcels

of the drug have always reached us from either the London, or

north German markets, but there always at a high price conipared

with that sent for and obtained directly from South America.

Hence within the last half century much of it has come direct, and

probabl> many different substances have been sent under one

name. Under these conditions (overleaf) its reputation can derive

and it was in danger o{ being lost through want o{ knowledge in

discriminating the character and quality of substances sent under

the name ''Pareira Brava". 1 m\self was for many \ears in the

obscurity of ignorance in regard to it and almost accidentally

became aware of my ignorance. In 1871 1 published a note on the

subject in the Proceedings of the American Pharmaceutical Asso-

ciation. This was copied into the American journal of Pharmacy
for March 1872 and will be found on page 107 of the volume for

1872.

In 1873 Daniel Hanbury reexamined the subject in a paper

which will be found in the London Pharm. Journal and Trans, for

1873, Vol. IV, p. 81 102. Ihis paper was extensively republished,
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(Transcrif)ii()n ttj, continued^

and is l\)und in the volume oi "Science Papers, D. Hanbury'\
published since his death.

What I heUe\ed to be stem and root ot the same plant, Hanbury
sccni.s to regard as being I'roni different plants, the one a spur-

ious drug, the olhei the true one.

My own experience and his paper ha\e served to keep mc in a

certain track since IS70, and 1 have only used what 1 considered to

be ilie true root as described b> Pomel, "Hisior> of Drugs", reject-

ing what I considered as the woody stems. Prior to 1868 when I

used the wood\ stems, and did not know the part since used, a set

ol \er\ teeble preparations resulted oi which I never knew any-
thing good oi bad. But since that lime, when onh the pari which I

perhaps mistakenh considered to be the lool,- but which is with-

out mucli doubt the substance described b\ the oldcv writers,- the

fluid extract made from this, has been used to a very considerable

extent. b\ man\ picttv close observers of therapeutic effects, with

prellv definite good results, so that the drug after having declined

in reputation and in usage for manv years, has now for the past

two or three vears been again growing into favor especially in the

treatment of that very troublesome class of cases which unless well

managed degenerate into incurable chronic inflammation ol the

bladder.

As it now is growing in favor, the importers of drugs are on the

alert for the profits, and according!) two months ago a shipment
oi' "Parcira lirava ":\ppcdvcd in this market direct from Para, the

market being prev iously supplied bv a rather curious mixture, in

large quantitv, not in the cliaracteristic baskets,— but simply in

bagging. On seeing this new lot from Para it was so different from
anything I had ever seen before that I expressed doubts as to its

being the proper substance. As the importers had full confidence

in their drug, and in the correspondent who sent it, and yet had
some respect for mv judgement, and the effect it might have on
their market for their shipment, they wrote out to Para in regard

to it, and have just received a ver} formidable looking certificate

verified by consular certificate,— as to the character of tlie impor-
tation. At my request they have given me a cop\ of the material

parts of this certificate, and this I enclose here within. The samples

of this substance are marked No. I and the piece tied with green
ribbon is one of three official pieces to which the certificate (over-

leaf) now applies, and which accompanied the certificate. The
other pieces marked No. 1 are from the large shipment. The yel-

low color and bitter taste of this substance seems to be due to

berberina. The taste is quite different from that of the specimens
which I have supposed to be the true Parcira Brava. Is this Cis-

sampelos as stated, and the other Chondodendron of Hanbury?
Specimen parcel No. 2 is from another recent importation, large

quantities of w hich are now in the market. On looking at this in a

large open bale a more heterogeneous pile of sticks can hardly be
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imagined, or one which from appearance could be less adapted to

an>thmg hke accurate medication. It has not the uniformity of

appearance of the bales of No. I but looks as though all ^'vvild

\incs" oi whatever kind might ha\e been collected and sent to

market in one lot. A very large proportion of the whole howexer is

on close examination found to be either hard, compact, and com-
paratively tasteless pieces, or light brown color externally, or the

nearly black spongy (stringy'.') pieces, such as I formerly supposed
to be the stems and roots of the same plant, and that the true

Pareira Brava.

Specimen parcel No. 3 is the Pareira Brava of the N.Y. market
about 1865 to 1869, and when the black pieces appeared among
these about 1869, they were at first supposed to be a different

substance, see Amer. Jour. Pharm. Mar. 1872 p. 107. On referring

to the older writers however the black pieces were supposed to be

the true drug, and these to be stems of the same plant.

Specimen parcel No. 4 is what I regard as the true drug, and the

desireable part of the plant for medicinal uses. And the small

internal parcel contains what I consider to be typical specimens of

the required part.

Now what 1 hope for in referring this matter to Drs. Goodale or

Gra>, is, that Structural Botany may be able to decide first

whether the compact and spongy pieces of 2, 3 and 4 really belong
to the same plant or not, and if so whether it be as root and stem,

as 1 had supposed.

"second, whether No. 1 is the same of a different plant,— or
what it really is. Whether the certificate amounts to anything, and
if it does whether this be not really Cissampelos, when we require

not that, but Chondodendron. —And what I most desire too, is

not to tax the time of either of the gentlemen too far.

No signature —End of page
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Transcription t^2. Certificate of authenticit}' presented to E. R.

Squibb by I.ehn & Fink, Importing and Jobbing Druggists of

New York, pertaining to the recent importation of Pareira Bra\a

from Para, Brazil. Dated February 23, 1877. (pertaining to

Squibb's specimen parcel No. 1)

I. FUN& 1 INK.

Impoitiny and Jobbing Druggisls

160 William Street

P.O. Box 31 14 New YtMk, IK7

Copy of a Ceititicate of examination of a lot o{ Pareira Bra\a.

shipped from Para. Bia/il to I ehn & F'ink New York in Mareh
1877.

Para Februarv 23''. 1877

I, [)r. t-'raneisc(^ da Siha Castrcy Commander ol the Imperial

Order o{ the Rose . Che\aher ol" the order o{ Chi ist . Commander
etc etc etc - Member of the Ro\al Acadenn of Science o'i Stock-

holm etc etc— Inspector of Public Health ol the Pii>\ ince ol (iran

Para etc etc

Ccrtif\ that the pieces or fragments of the Vegetable, which has

been handed to me by Mess.; Flpidio R. da Costa & Co.. Chemists

established in this Capital in the Chemistry Shop known as:

"Pharmacia Minei\a"and which are the true and genuine Abu-

tua . ol the wild torests ol this province.

Ibis vegetable belongs to the lamil> of llic Mcn is permeas , and

its botanical or technical name is
"

Cissampelos Parrcira '\ that of
''

Abiitua
''

is the most common and usual; the Indians call it "Caa^

neba" in the tup> languages and the Villagers '' Cipo de Cobra ".

TlTc ancient Poitugcses (over) called it
"

Parreira Brava
''

and the

Jesuit Missionaries "Cipo de Nossa Senhora''. In sonu" ol the

southern f^rtninces it is called '' Ojetha de Onca ".

There are different varieties all of them however possessing the

same powers and niedicinal properties, well studied and known in

science— etc etc

signed Dr. F\ dS.C

(Consul's certificate accompanied
by Andrew Cone, Para, March 15, 1877)

Submitted for kind perusal to

E. R. Squibb, M.D.

Respectfully.

Fehn & Fink
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Plate 1. Original letter and envelope from E. R. Squibb, M.D., to his son,

E. H. Squibb. Dated April 10, 1877. (Sec complete letter transcription on

previous pages.)
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PLATE 2
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IMatc 2. Certificate of authenticity given to E. R. Squibb, M.D., by Lehn &
Fink. In^porting and Jobbing Druggists of New York, identifying Squibb^s
specimen parcel No. 1 as Pareira Brava, derived from Cissanipclos pareira L.

Dated on February 23, 1877. (See transcription on page 42.)
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PLATE 3
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Plate 3. Pareira Brava: Squibb's specimen parcel No. 1, from an 1877 impor-
tation from Para, Brazil, and accompanied by a copy of the certificate of

authenticity (Plate 2), stating this plant as belonging to Cissampelos pareira.

ACTUALIDENTITY: Ahuia sp. (Aw 33441)
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PLATE 4
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Plate 4. Pareira 5ra\'^; Squibb's specimen parcel No. 2, from an 1877 impor-

tation, consisting of both "stem and root" as noted by Squibb. ACTUAL
IDENTITY: aff. Cissanipelos pareira L. (Aw 33442)
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PLATE 5
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Aw 33*' ?.' lENISPERMACEAE

Abuta ru fescen s Aubl. ('^Parelra brava
rouge") .

det. A.M.W.Mennega, Utrecht (dup.fe Uw)

Conraarcial sample of "Pareira Brava**
from N,Y. marketplace in 1877. Sent
to Drs. Gray & Goodal^e by E.R*Squibb
for taxonomlc determination. *SEE FILE2*

SEE NOTE FROMSQUIBB, IN PARCEL,
transcribed on back of this label:

' »f*t *MHl^^^owdiHSF

--"•^.\-:,^^-^

hWMrt i

• /JPZ. /.Mp

Plate 5. Pareira Brava: Squibb's specimen parcel No. 3. to which Squibb

referred as "the Pareira Brava of the N.Y. market about 1X65 to 1869" and

considered to be pieces of "the woody stem". ACTUAL IDliNTlTY: Ahuta

rufescens Aublet, "Pareira hrava roui^e. "(Aw 33443)
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PLATE 6
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Scladotenia sp. (cf, S. <5ayennensia
S. paraensis^Sicnler;uiei

Collection/Voucher: commercial sample sent in l877 "*'

Locality from Para, BRASIL to Dr.E,R,Squibb in NY,

then by Squibb to Drs. ^^^^^ *,^^,?^^^^^^?^ p^,,,
taxonomlc determination on 4/lC/l877.*SEr, FILL

Squibb's parcel #4"«supposed to be Pareira

Brava" (Cisjsampelos pa reira L.) - see note

from Squibb in narcel with sample.

Mq. Preservi^d: j^^ ^ A .K.W .Mennega, Utrecht (dup.^^Uw)

Dried Wood: X

Slides:

Notes:

IMatc 6. Pareira Brava: Squibb's specimen parcel No. 4, to which he referred

as "the true diug, and the desireable part oi the plant for medicinal uses''.

AC I IJAl. II)1:N T I lY: Scuuloienia sp. (Aw 33444)
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